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Abstract: With this article, we seek to contribute to the methodological discussion about the fit of qualitative methods for specific purposes by examining the role that extractive qualitative content analysis (EQCA) can play in the discovery of causal mechanisms. The methodological literature on the empirical identification of causal mechanisms (an approach called process tracing) has been dominated by the idea of empirically testing the presence of hypothesized mechanisms. We argue for the discovery of causal mechanisms on the basis of causal reconstruction as suggested by MAYNTZ (2009 [2002], 2016). We establish EQCA as a distinct qualitative method and specify its outcome—namely, a structured information base that can be used for the reconstruction of social situations and processes. Such an information base is an important source for causal analysis. We demonstrate the role of EQCA in process tracing with an empirical study by LAUDEL and BIELICK (2018), who discovered the mechanisms that produce individual research programs of early career researchers.
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1. Introduction

With this article we seek to answer the question of how the discovery of causal mechanisms can be supported by the specific version of qualitative content analysis we have developed (GLÄSER & LAUDEL, 2010, 2013). This question can be positioned at the intersection of two methodological problems. The first problem is the reluctance of qualitative methodology to specify methods supporting causal analysis. Although the search for causal explanations has been previously acknowledged as a possible aim of qualitative research (CRESWELL, 2013; HAMMERSLEY & COOPER, 2012; MAXWELL, 2013; MILES, HUBERMAN & SALDAÑA, 2014; PATTON, 2014; ZNANIECKI, 1934), it remains to be shown how the application of qualitative methods of data collection and analysis can lead to the discovery of causal mechanisms. The few qualitative approaches available for establishing causality remain focused on causal relationships between variables. Even MILES et al. (2014), who explicitly included the discovery of causal mechanisms as an aim of qualitative research, focused on relationships between variables and had little to say about mechanisms. [1]

The second methodological problem is the reluctance of proponents of mechanistic explanations to engage with empirical methods. Over the last two decades, scholars have argued that better explanations of social phenomena could be achieved if the causal mechanisms producing these phenomena were to be provided. Although this argument has triggered many philosophical and methodological discussions, scant attention has been paid to the empirical methods required for that purpose. The discussion is focused on the use of empirical data to test hypotheses about the existence of mechanisms, and proponents of the mechanistic approach appear to regard the collection and analysis of empirical data as unproblematic (BENNETT & CHECKEL, 2015a; BENNETT & GEORGE, 2005). [2]

We address these problems by demonstrating how our version of qualitative content analysis (GLÄSER & LAUDEL, 2010, 2013) can contribute to the discovery of causal mechanisms. As a first step, we argue that an important and thus far undervalued strength of qualitative research is its ability to discover causal mechanisms. Then, as a second step, we present our version of qualitative content analysis as a distinct method that covers the initial phase of data analysis and which is unique in that it uses categories to extract information from texts rather than describing it. Our discussion of the strengths and weaknesses of this method leads to the conclusion that it can support causal analysis. In a third step, we demonstrate how this can be done as well as what role qualitative content analysis can play in the process of discovering causal mechanisms. [3]
2. A New Task for Qualitative Research: The Discovery of Causal Mechanisms

In the last three decades there has been a resurgence of interest in causal mechanisms as a means of explanation in social science. We define a causal mechanism as a sequence of causally linked events that occur repeatedly in reality if certain conditions are given and which link specified initial conditions to a specific outcome. This definition is adopted from MAYNTZ (2004, p.241), and is consistent with work from BOUDON (1976, 1979), ELSTER (1989) and MERTON (1957), and probably several others. MERTON's description of the self-fulfilling prophecy illustrates the understanding of causal mechanisms applied in this article. He gives the example of a cycle that starts with a rumor about a bank being in financial trouble. Whether the rumor has some truth to it or not does not matter; it still affects the behavior of some depositors, who subsequently withdraw their money. This may or may not create actual liquidity problems. More importantly, however, it signals to others that something may be wrong with the bank, thereby reinforcing the rumor. This makes even more people withdraw their money. Via this mechanism, even a financially healthy bank may be driven into bankruptcy (MERTON, 1968). This cycle of events—belief formation, acting on that belief, creating the situation that was believed to be true—is a very general and powerful mechanism. We can also observe some of the conditions that trigger and maintain it: the initial definition of the situation must be public, communicable, and strong enough to lead to the actions through which the mechanism operates. Furthermore, these actions must affirm the initial definition of the situation (GLÄSER & LAUDEL, 2013, §11). [4]

The renewed interest in causal mechanisms emerged from two related considerations, namely an increasing degree of uneasiness with the way quantitative social research explains social phenomena, and the question of what constitutes a satisfying explanation in the social sciences. On the most fundamental level, POPPER's hypothetico-deductive model and HEMPEL's covering-law model of explanation, which have been treated as the gold standards of scientific explanation for a long time, have since been suggested to be too narrow. Critics have pointed out that these are rarely applicable, even in the sciences (GORSKI, 2004). Correlational analysis has also been found to provide insufficient support for the integration of diverse findings into a coherent theoretical framework (SØRENSEN, 1998) and to black-box the processes producing the observed effects (MAHONEY, 2001; MAYNTZ, 2004; STEEL, 2004). This is why many scholars consider identifying causal mechanisms as a way of improving explanations of social phenomena. The argument for using causal mechanisms in explanations is rooted in the following understanding: "To explain something, then, is to represent, and thereby render more readily comprehensible, the principal process which produced it" (GORSKI, 2004, p.17, emphasis added). This argument appears to be widely accepted by those who

---

1 Without further discussion, we add that we assume that mechanisms are not necessarily unobservable, agreeing with MAYNTZ (2004, pp.242-243), and are not necessarily deterministic, agreeing with FALLETI and LYNCH (2009, p.1147), respectively.

While the argument that an adequate explanation of a social phenomenon requires the identification of a mechanism is becoming increasingly popular, we are still lacking a strategy for generating the empirical data conducive to the discovery of these mechanisms. The only exception is a suggestion in the political science literature that "process tracing" is an analytical strategy that leads to the empirical identification of mechanisms. Process tracing was proposed as an inductive strategy that overcomes the weaknesses of applying the large-N logic of inferring causation from covariation to small-N case studies (GEORGE & McKEOWN, 1985; MAHONEY, 2000). It was initially described as a procedure that is "intended to investigate and explain the decision process by which various initial conditions are translated into outcomes. A process-tracing approach entails abandonment of the strategy of 'black-boxing' the decision process; instead, this decision-making process is the center of investigation" (GEORGE & McKEOWN, 1985, p.35). This approach has been used for excluding variables from explanations and for disproving hypotheses (MAHONEY, 2000, pp.413-414). The recent surge of interest in causal mechanisms has led to the suggestion that process tracing also supports the identification of causal mechanisms (p.412, p.414). [6]

Unfortunately, little progress has been made since the original proposal. To begin with, there is little agreement on the meaning of "process tracing." In a recent review, TRAMPUSCH and PALIER (2016, p.438) counted 18 definitions and 18 types of process tracing. The authors observed

"... a confused state of affairs [...] The main reason is that most of this literature is mainly methodologically oriented, and discusses very abstract notions and philosophical assumptions, including different methodologies of process tracing such as Bayesian process tracing, set theoretic process tracing or process tracing with directed acyclic graphs ... Although some of these new contributions are potentially important, many of them become more and more distanced from real research." [7]

In the literature reviewed by TRAMPUSCH and PALIER, almost no attention has been paid to empirical methods that could lead to the discovery of causal mechanisms. Only a few scholars have considered the possibility of a mechanism not being known before process tracing begins, and none of them have discussed empirical methods that support the discovery of mechanisms (as illustrated by BENNETT & CHECKEL, 2015a). Instead, the bulk of the literature is focused on developing and testing hypotheses about the existence of mechanisms (BEACH, 2017; BENNETT & CHECKEL, 2015b; GOLDS THORPE, 2001). This is clearly expressed in the following definition of process tracing:

"In process tracing, the researcher examines histories, archival documents, interview transcripts, and other sources to see whether the causal process a theory hypothesizes or implies in a case is in fact evident in the sequences and values of the intervening variables in that case" (BENNETT & GEORGE, 2005, p.6). [8]
The Bayesian approach to process tracing is based on a similar understanding:

"The collection of empirical observations is not a random, ad hoc process but should instead be steered by theory, focusing on testing whether the predicted evidence for a hypothesized part of a mechanism is present in the empirical record. In process-tracing, we deliberately search for observations that allow us to infer whether the hypothesized part of a causal mechanism was present" (BEACH & PEDERSEN, 2013, p.123). [9]

The search for causal mechanisms proposed by these scholars is astonishingly similar to the hypothesis testing of quantitative research that they want to overcome. The main difference appears to be that instead of statistically testing hypotheses about causal relationships between variables, process tracing is supposed to qualitatively test hypotheses about the presence of causal mechanisms. [10]

This predominantly deductive approach to process tracing is complemented by a less prominent approach that can be traced back to GEORGE and McKEOWN (1985) and MAHONEY (2000). This inductive approach, which indeed supports the discovery of causal mechanisms from data, can be described as causal reconstruction (MAYNTZ, 2009 [2002], 2016). Causal reconstruction means explaining a phenomenon by identifying the processes and interactions that made it appear (see also the sections "Explaining-Outcome Process-Tracing" in BEACH & PEDERSEN, 2013, pp.18-21, 2016, pp.308-313). MAYNTZ (2009 [2002], 2016) proposed and used this approach for obtaining explanations of macro-social phenomena, which usually entails single-case studies. However, causal reconstruction can be adopted for the discovery of causal mechanisms at lower levels of aggregation, where mechanisms operate in a larger number of processes. [11]

Since discovering causal mechanisms from data depends on the available empirical evidence, one would expect a detailed account of what that evidence must look like, how it can be collected, and how it should be analyzed. Unfortunately, proponents of process tracing provide little guidance on methods beyond references to "historical narratives" (BÜTHE, 2002, p.486; see also BENNETT & GEORGE 2005, Chapter 10 on "Process-Tracing and Historical Explanation"), "examining the evidence" (BENNETT & GEORGE 2005, p.6), or "gathering diverse and relevant evidence" (BENNETT & CHECKEL, 2015b, p.21). This lack of discussion is surprising because it is not self-evident that a new form of causal analysis is able to utilize traditional forms of data collection and analysis. [12]

The only methodological suggestion for the discovery of mechanisms links process tracing to case studies (BENNETT & GEORGE, 2005; GEORGE & McKEOWN, 1985; MAHONEY, 2000). Building on this argument, we propose that discovering mechanisms requires comparative case studies for two reasons. First, since a mechanism is a repeatedly occurring sequence of events, we need to observe more than one instance of a causal process in order to consider it as a...
candidate for a mechanism. Secondly, the discovery of a mechanism must be complemented by a description of the conditions triggering it and the conditions maintaining its operation. Identifying these conditions requires the inclusion of cases of mechanisms not being triggered or ending before the causal process is completed. The strategy best suited to this task has been described by GEORGE (2019 [1979], p.212) and GEORGE and McKEOWN (1985, p.41) as "The Method of Structured, Focused Comparison":

"A comparison of two or more cases is 'focused' insofar as the researcher deals selectively with only those aspects of each case that are believed to be relevant to the research objectives and data requirements of the study. Similarly, controlled comparison is 'structured' when the researcher, in designing the study, defines and standardizes the data requirements of the case studies" (GEORGE & McKEOWN, 1985, p.41).² [13]

This strategy for the discovery of mechanisms has not yet been underpinned with more concrete methodological steps of qualitative research methods. Prominent qualitative approaches to causality like analytic induction and qualitative comparative analysis still emphasize the discovery of causal factors or necessary and sufficient conditions (HAMMERSLEY & COOPER, 2012; RAGIN, 1987, 2000). We found only one approach that is dedicated to the discovery of causal mechanisms, at least at a programmatic level:

"Our tests do not use the deductive logic of classical positivism. Rather, our explanations flow from an account of how differing structures produced the events we observed. We want to account for events, rather than simply document their sequence. We look for an individual or a social process, a mechanism, or a structure at the core of events that can be captured to provide a causal description of the most likely forces at work" (MILES et al., 2014, p.7). [14]

Unfortunately, the methodology designed by MILES et al. deviates from this agenda. Instead, the causal analysis they propose consists of building causal networks of influences between variables. Mechanisms producing these influences are largely ignored in the analysis. [15]

Thus, while there is a clear indication that qualitative research can lead to the discovery of mechanisms if comparative case studies are employed and the empirical material is used to reconstruct processes as well as the conditions under which they occur, it is not yet clear how this is supposed to happen. We contribute to answering this question by discussing the use of one specific version of qualitative content analysis—the version we developed—for causal reconstruction. [16]

² This approach and its steps (GEORGE & McKEOWN) are in accordance with our own strategy (GLÄSER & LAUDEL, 2010).
3. Positioning Extractive Qualitative Content Analysis in Qualitative Research

The term "qualitative content analysis" is used for a variety of very different approaches (HSIEH & SHANNON, 2005; JACKSON, DRUMMOND & CAMARA, 2007; MAYRING, 2014; SCHREIER, 2012; STAMANN, JANSSEN & SCHREIER, 2016). Given this diversity, we will not discuss qualitative content analysis in general because such a discussion would imply a consistency that does not exist. We also refrain from reiterating a complete description of our version of qualitative content analysis, as it has already been published (GLÄSER & LAUDEL, 2010, 2013). Instead, we offer a very brief overview of our method and discuss the features that make it a distinct qualitative method that supports causal analysis. In this discussion we touch upon three themes of qualitative methodology; namely what constitutes a method, what makes a method qualitative, and what makes a method distinct. [17]

To consider the first two questions, we start from the understanding of a method as a set of prescriptive rules about steps that produce a specific kind of information about an object. Data collection methods consist of steps that lead to data about empirical objects, and methods of data analysis consist of steps that lead from these data to scientific knowledge. A description of a method should include definitions of the objects it can be applied to, of the rules about the steps to be followed, of the conditions under which the method can be applied, and of the information outputs produced by the method. [18]

Qualitative content analysis can be applied to texts that contain information pertinent to a particular research question. These usually include texts generated in a field under study for purposes of the field (documents) and texts generated either by researchers alone (field notes) or cooperatively by researchers and informants or respondents (qualitative interviews). Our version of qualitative content analysis produces a structured account of a text's relevant content by extracting information that is relevant to answering a particular research question and then ordering this information according to the information requirements of the investigation (Figure 1). It is thus different from MAYRING's version of qualitative content analysis, which is "a mixed methods approach: assignment of categories to text as qualitative step, working through many text passages and analysis of frequencies of categories as quantitative step" (2014, p.10). It is also different from SCHREIER's version because it clearly is not "a method for describing the meaning of qualitative material in a systematic way" (2012, p.1). We label our version as "extractive qualitative content analysis" (EQCA) in order to avoid confusion with other versions and highlight differences in comparison with them when necessary.
The main steps of ECQA include developing a system of categories, extracting information by subsuming it under the categories, and consolidating the extracted information. For this approach, we define a category as a structured generalized descriptor that enables the delineation and extraction of empirical information. Most categories are constructed as multidimensional in order to capture qualitatively different but inherently linked properties of empirical phenomena. A system of categories is the set of categories designed to extract the information necessary to answer a particular research question. The initial construction of categories is informed by a study's theoretical framework. In particular, the multidimensional concepts of the theoretical framework are often used as the cores of categories. [20]

The information output of qualitative content analysis consists of data that are relevant to the research question, are structured according to the categories, and are described in the language of the researcher rather than the source. Irrelevant
information is omitted, and the diversity of the language describing the information is reduced according to the conceptual framework of the study. [21]

This brief description must suffice to establish that EQCA is a method. However, is it a qualitative method? This question requires clarification mainly because doubts have been raised in the German qualitative research community concerning the status of qualitative content analysis as a qualitative method (JANSSSEN, STAMANN, KRUG & NEGELE, 2017; ROSENTHAL, 2008, pp.200-205). Although not all stated criticisms apply to EQCA, we address this point because it is interesting from both a qualitative methodology perspective and from a sociology of science perspective. [22]

We start from a definition of qualitative methods as methods that are based on the reconstruction of meanings given to phenomena by the subjects under study. We believe that this definition

• captures the difference between qualitative and quantitative methods (the standardization on which the latter are based prevents the reconstruction of meaning);
• contains an explanation why the principle of openness is an important premise of all qualitative research (the meaning participants give to their world can only partly be anticipated); and
• includes a justification of the diversity of qualitative methods because it highlights the different uses to which the reconstruction of meaning can be put. [23]

With regard to the last point, the difference between the reconstruction of meaning as the outcome of qualitative research and the reconstruction of meaning as a means to an end (namely explanation) is important. If the reconstruction of meaning is the main outcome of a qualitative research process, the methods used must support the in-depth exploration of meaning. However, if the reconstruction of meaning is a means to an end, methods must balance the reconstruction of meaning with the collection of data that are necessary for achieving an explanation.3 [24]

When we apply these definitions and distinctions, EQCA could be considered as a qualitative method if it enables the reconstruction of meaning and if it enables the capture of unexpected information in the data. This is indeed the case. ECQA fulfills the first criterion because the extraction of information from texts is based on understanding the meaning given to this information by those who created it (e.g., the authors of documents or interviewees) and on considering the context of the text that is interpreted. Since the consideration of context is clearly limited in all versions of qualitative content analysis, including EQCA, we must clarify this aspect. We would like to advance two arguments here. First, all versions of qualitative content analysis enable an atomistic approach, i.e., enable

3 Qualitative approaches that use the reconstruction of meaning for explanations are in line with WEBER's definition of sociology as "a science that in construing and understanding social action seeks causal explanation of the course and effects of such action" (2019 [1922], p.78).
researchers to treat units of analysis (text segments like sentences or paragraphs) independently from the surrounding text. This approach appears to be not uncommon. For example, some researchers begin data analysis by coding text and then retrieving all text segments tagged with the same code for qualitative content analysis (KELLE, 1997, §5.9; MILES et al., 2014, p.72 recommending this procedure). However, we consider this selective retrieval and clustering of text dangerous because it makes interpretations more susceptible to errors. Interpreting text segments in isolation cuts through both explicit cross-references (e.g., “because of this incident I told you about earlier”) and implicit cross-references or meaning given to particular terms or phrases in preceding segments of the text. This is why we strongly recommend a sequential approach in which each interpretation of a unit of analysis is informed by the interpretations of all preceding units of analysis of the same text. [25]

Secondly, the analyst’s reconstruction of meaning is constrained by the sequential approach of EQCA. The structured, step-wise interpretation and extraction of information by means of a system of categories generates comparable information for focused, structured comparisons (see above, Section 2) but a full reconstruction of meaning requires a holistic approach in which each unit of analysis is interpreted in the light of the complete text. For the research questions EQCA can be applied to, we consider the possible distortion of interpretations that are based on the unit of analysis and the text preceding it (the “interpretation error”) to be small enough to be acceptable.4 By the same token, EQCA should not be applied to research questions requiring holistic analysis (see below). [26]

Concerning the second criterion, the openness of EQCA and other versions of qualitative content analysis depends on the openness of categories and on the openness of the system of categories. We work with multidimensional categories whose dimensions have nominal open "scales." This means that the dimensions of a category capture aspects of empirical instances as they occur rather than subsuming them under predefined "values." For example, when we use the category "expectations of the scientific community" in our sociological analysis of research practices, the dimension "source of expectations" describes the actor who, according to the interviewee, communicated an expectation. In this dimension, we could build a list of empirical instances that include "group leader," "colleague," "reviewer of manuscript," "reviewer of project proposal," "member of recruitment committee" and so on. If an empirical instance can unambiguously be assigned to an already existing descriptor, this descriptor is thus used; otherwise, a new one is added. In this way, we achieve some unification while simultaneously making sure that we capture the specific empirical information communicated by the author of the analyzed text. [27]

With regard to the openness of the system of categories, we can reiterate a point made in prior research (GLÄSER & LAUDEL, 2013)—namely that creating a fixed

---

4 The sequential approach does not, of course, prevent us from retrospectively changing interpretations upon discovering later on in the process that we misunderstood the meaning given to a phenomenon by the interviewee or the author of the text.
The system of categories using only part of the data does not constitute a sufficiently open procedure. This approach was proposed by Schreier (2012) and Mayring (2014), the latter of whom states the following:

"After working through a good deal of material (ca. 10-50%) no new categories are to be found. This is the moment for a revision of the whole category system. It has to be checked, if the logic of categories is clear (e.g. no overlaps) and if the level of abstraction is adequate to the subject matter and aims of analysis. Perhaps the category definition has to be changed. If there are any changes in the category system, of course the complete material once again has to be worked through" (p.81). [28]

Although this approach is very responsive to unexpected data, it is responsive only to the material used for inductive category building, i.e., to 10% to 50% of all of the material. We find the statement that after working through half the material "no new categories are to be found" to be highly optimistic. If category development leads to a fixed system of categories, true openness requires that all of the material is analyzed again if the last 10% necessitates a change of categories. This was suggested by Schreier (2012, pp.199-202). Furthermore, replacing theoretically derived categories by inductively constructed ones, if necessary, might satisfy the need for openness but undermines a strength of EQCA, specifically its support for a theory-guided analysis of data. Since conflicts between previous theory and data are interesting findings and deserve deliberation, we change categories by complementing rather than replacing theory-based categories with inductively constructed categories or dimensions of categories (Gläser & Laudel, 2013, §77). In this way, conflicts between data and theory are preserved, and are resolved when all relevant information can be considered, i.e., after the initial round of extraction is completed. [29]

Due to reconstructing meaning and being open to information and meanings in the data that have not been anticipated, EQCA can be deemed to be a qualitative method. It is also a distinctive method because its information output distinguishes EQCA from other qualitative methods (and from other versions of qualitative content analysis). The major difference in comparison with quantitative content analysis is that complex information is extracted without being reduced to standardized descriptors or ordinal scales such as "high," "medium," and "low," The main difference as compared with coding is that text segments are not tagged according to what is talked about but processed, i.e., what is actually said is paraphrased and extracted for further analysis. Additionally, the major difference to other versions of qualitative content analysis is that information is extracted rather than described or "classified" (Schreier, 2012, p.1). [30]

An important difference between EQCA and many other qualitative methods of data analysis is that the application of the former produces an intermediate resource for further analysis rather than ultimate answers to research questions. While e.g., narrative inquiry (Cladnin, 2006), thematic analysis (Braun & Clarke, 2006) or critical discourse studies (Meyer, 2002) cover the whole process from texts to answers, EQCA only covers the process leading to an...
information base that is then further analyzed. Of course, EQCA is not the only method that has such an intermediate function: when coding is used as a separate method, this also leads to an information base to which a variety of further analysis can be applied (GLÄSER & LAUDEL, 2013). The information base is then used to identify patterns in the data and integrate these patterns, for example by building and comparing empirical typologies. [31]

To sum up our argument, we consider EQCA to be a qualitative method for the interpretation of text segments in light of all preceding segments, the extraction of information from these texts, and the reduction of information by excluding information that is not relevant to the research question as well as paraphrasing the original text. Its output is a structured information base that needs to be subjected to further analysis in order to answer research questions. If qualitative methods are narrowly defined as methods that support the analysis of a text as a whole (its Gestalt), the interpretation of each element of the text in the context of the whole text, and the reconstruction of not only the text's manifest but also of its latent meaning, then qualitative content analysis in whatever version cannot be considered a qualitative method. If, however, these criteria are deemed necessary only for specific purposes of qualitative research and unnecessary for others (which we suggested with our own definition of qualitative methods), then ECQA can be considered as a qualitative method for specific purposes. [32]

This positioning of EQCA enables some conclusions about the research questions it can and cannot support. First, since users of EQCA must start from conceptual considerations and derive the "entry point" system of categories from their research questions, the method can be applied in any investigation that has a clear research question from which categories can be derived. It is thus well suited for investigations featuring a theoretical research question but is unsuitable for purely explorative research questions. Second, whenever the answering of a research question requires the recombination of information across texts or cases, EQCA can be used because it creates an information base that fits this purpose. This is why it is applicable in research designs for the reconstruction of social situations or processes, and particularly in designs based on comparative case studies. Thirdly, the output of EQCA is an input for further work such as systematic comparisons, the construction of typologies, or causal analysis. [33]

EQCA consists of steps that lead to specifically reduced and structured information, which facilitates further analysis for the purposes of answering research questions as described above. We now turn to one type of research question we consider particularly interesting, which is the discovery of causal mechanisms. [34]

---

5 As will become clear in the following section, "theory" in this context refers to middle-range theories, i.e., theories that "[...] deal with delimited aspects of social phenomena" (MERTON, 1968, pp.39-40). These theories are often neglected because most social researchers spend their energy instead on the exegesis of general social theory or on descriptions of the social world.
4. Discovering Causal Mechanisms with Extractive Qualitative Content Analysis—An Example

We demonstrate our approach with a research project aimed at the discovery of mechanisms leading to the first individual research programs (IRPs) of early-career researchers (ECRs) in the following three fields: plant biology, experimental atomic and molecular optics, and early modern history (LAUDEL & BIELICK, 2018). IRPs are plans for future research that exceed the scope or time frame of a single research project. The aim of the study conducted by LAUDEL and BIELICK (LB) was to find the causal mechanisms that led to the development and implementation of such plans by ECRs under current career conditions in Germany, and whose absence or malfunction left researchers without IRPs. [35]

In order to discover these mechanisms, LB conducted comparative case studies of ECRs. They expected initial conditions and operating conditions to be field-specific and therefore compared nested cases: on the higher level of aggregation, each field of research constitutes a case, while on the lower level of aggregation, each ECR also constitutes a case. [36]

In the following, we describe the process of discovering these causal mechanisms with examples from the field of plant biology. A total of 31 plant biologists were studied. LB selected researchers who obtained their PhD degree between two and nine years prior to the time of their interview. Most of these researchers held non-tenured positions (e.g., postdoc, university assistant, junior group leader or junior professor), which are common in the early-career stage in the German academic system. [37]

Data collection was based on semi-structured interviews with ECRs and individual-level structural bibliometrics (GLÄSER & LAUDEL, 2015a; LAUDEL & GLÄSER, 2007). The interviews consisted of two main parts. In the first part, the interviewee's research was explored. LB traced the development of the interviewee's research since their PhD project with an emphasis on thematic changes and the reasons for these. In the second part of the interview, LB focused on decisions made by the interviewee to take up each position, possible alternatives (positions not taken up and/or unsuccessful applications), and the conditions of research provided by each position. [38]

To prepare for the interviews, LB collected CV data, publications lists, full-text publications and other information about each interviewee's research. Most interviewees provided them with additional information about their research such as research statements or grant proposals. They used these documents when preparing for the interviews and included them in the data analysis. The interviews lasted about 90 minutes each and were fully transcribed. [39]
4.1 Theoretical background and categories for extractive qualitative content analysis

The research project drew on a discussion from the higher education literature about the process by which ECRs become independent researchers, as well as the sociology of science literature on individual research programs and research biographies (ÅKERLIND, 2005; CHUBIN & CONNOLLY 1982; HACKETT, 2005; LAUDEL, 2017; LAUDEL & GLÄSER, 2008; OWEN-SMITH, 2001). On the basis of this literature we defined an IRP and constructed dimensions in which IRPs vary. In order to embed IRP development in the progress of ECRs' careers, LB used a model that analytically separates three aspects of an academic career, namely the cognitive career (the sequence of projects a researcher is working on), the community career (the development of reputation and status in one's scientific community), and the organizational career (the sequence of organizational positions) (GLÄSER & LAUDEL, 2015b; LAUDEL & GLÄSER, 2008), respectively. Assumptions about relevant conditions of actions were derived from the analytical approach of actor-centered institutionalism (MAYNTZ & SCHARPF, 1995) and the sociology of science literature (e.g., HACKETT, 2005; KNORR-CETINA, 1999; OWEN-SMITH, 2001). [40]

Figure 2 shows the hypothetical causal model with the main variables and assumed causal relationships between them. LB assumed the mechanism—the recurrent sequence of events—to operate through the following two kinds of actions of ECRs: their decision on which position to take (all ECRs went through a series of postdoctoral positions) and their development of their IRPs. The conditions that can affect ECR's actions (and thus the mechanism) include the following:

- the availability of autonomy, time, and resources for research;
- the knowledge previously accumulated by the researcher;
- epistemic conditions of research, i.e., material properties of research objects and methods as well as properties of knowledge that affect the ways in which knowledge is produced in a field;
- the knowledge of a researcher's scientific community and the community's expectations concerning IRPs; and
- contributions to the community's knowledge. [41]

An important intervening factor that modifies the impact of these conditions on the emergence of IRPs is the ECR's interests. [42]

Although an analytical distinction between independent, dependent and intervening variables is possible for each moment in time, the concept of a mechanism as a sequence of causally linked events implies that each event changes the conditions for subsequent events. This dynamic must be taken into account because the mechanism LB searched for was likely to span a sequence of positions that ECRs went through, with current conditions affecting their decisions to move from one position to certain others that provided different conditions and so on. We represent this dynamic by feedback arrows in the
causal model (Figure 2). Notably, although career researchers agree that ECRs go through a sequence of positions, they are largely silent about the content of work in these positions and its evolution. This is why it was impossible to formulate an assumption about what the mechanism could look like.

![Hypothetical model of variables influencing the emergence of IRPs](image)

**Figure 2: Hypothetical model of variables influencing the emergence of IRPs** [43]

### 4.2 Constructing categories

LB’s construction of categories for EQCA started from the hypothetical causal model. Some variables can be translated into categories in the following three steps.

1. Establish the dimensions of the variable and use them as dimensions of the category. Theoretical variables like “community expectations” describe complex phenomena with several distinct properties that are inherently linked, and which cannot be treated separately. These dimensions of the theoretical variables are also used as dimensions of categories to capture the aspects about which information is provided.

2. Add a time dimension. Social phenomena constantly change, which is why it is very important to identify the point in time or the period of time for which information about the phenomenon is provided.

3. Add "causal" dimensions. Causes and effects of the social phenomenon that a category is supposed to capture are often reported in texts generated in the field, and by interviewees. This reported causality constitutes important

---

7 LAUDEL and BIELICK (2018, p.976). This is a slightly simplified version of the original figure.

8 For example, a prescriptive rule has a subject matter, a content, a scope, and a degree of formalization. These properties are distinct but inherently linked. It does not make sense to consider the degree of formalization or the scope separate from the content of the rule. See also STRAUSS and CORBIN (1990, pp.69-72) on dimensionalizing properties of empirical phenomena. For a more extensive discussion of dimensions, see GLÄSER and LAUDEL (2013).
empirical information that is extracted with the dimensions "reported causes" and "reported effects." [44]

Not all theoretical variables can be translated into categories. Since categories link theoretical interests to the presentation of empirical phenomena in texts (particularly interviewee responses), they cannot always be constructed by merely adapting theoretical variables. Some of the variables are too abstract. If they were translated into categories, these categories would enforce on-the-spot generalizations, or generalizations from the information in the unit of analysis that ignore other relevant empirical material. These generalizations would replace the specific information in the text with concepts that may prevent the researcher from understanding the extracted information in later stages of the analysis. For example, if a category "autonomy" is used, the researcher might be forced to make generalizations from specific information about research conditions and to categorize this information as a description of autonomy. [45]

Other variables represent analytical distinctions that do not correspond to the ways in which empirical information is represented in texts. Again, directly translating these variables into categories would enforce decisions about the meaning of information that should not be made while interpreting a single unit of analysis. For example, when ECRs describe how they accumulate scientific knowledge during their postdoctoral career, it would be very difficult to decide from the interpretation of one such description whether this knowledge becomes part of the IRP (which would be one category) or instead is "just" accumulated knowledge (which would be another category). [46]

In the end, only one variable of our hypothetical model could be directly translated into a category, i.e., could unambiguously be linked to empirically observable phenomena (Table 1). Specifically, LB constructed the category "epistemic conditions" from "epistemic properties of research." Separately, for a number of other variables, they created composite categories. The category "(other) research conditions" was created from "autonomy, time and resources," which is represented as one variable in Figure 2, but which is actually a bundle of three variables. The category "research trail" encompassed three variables ("researcher's accumulated knowledge," "development of IRP by researchers," and "emergence of IRP") and captured all information about an ECR's previous, current and planned research and their characteristics. The variables "community expectations" and "community knowledge" were combined in the category "community expectations" because it was difficult to empirically separate a scientific community's career expectations from an interviewee's knowledge about them. Our category "decisions" contained not only decisions about organizational positions, but also the role that perceptions of necessary conditions for IRP development played in these decisions and in other strategic actions such as applications for grants and negotiations about topics with other actors. [47]

Elsewhere, LB had to split two other variables. The variable "previous position" was separated into a category "career position" to capture the organizational career and "perception by the scientific community" to capture an ECR's career in
their scientific community, respectively. Also, the variable "researcher's interests" was enriched and developed into two categories. The category "actor traits" was rather loosely defined and contained a researcher's interests and other specific personal characteristics that might affect decisions on careers (e.g., the specific research area, knowledge, and family situation). A second category, "career plan" was designed to capture a researcher's specific longer-term interests in terms of their organizational and cognitive careers. [48]

These translations led to a system of nine broad categories. In Table 2 we describe two examples.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element of the Hypothetical Model</th>
<th>Category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Epistemic properties of research</td>
<td>Epistemic conditions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Autonomy, time and resources</td>
<td>Research conditions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Researcher's accumulated knowledge</td>
<td>Research trail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development of IRP by researchers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emergence of IRP</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community expectations</td>
<td>Community expectations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community knowledge</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decisions about organizational positions + other strategic decisions</td>
<td>Decisions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assumptions about necessary conditions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Previous position</td>
<td>Career position</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Perception by the scientific community</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Researcher's interests</td>
<td>Actor traits (for short term interests and other personal characteristics)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Career plans (for long-term interests)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Translation of elements of the hypothetical model into categories
### Category Career Position

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>An ECR’s organizational career (sequence of positions) and characteristics of the position</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dimension</td>
<td>Definition and possible values</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time</td>
<td>Time span during which the ECR held the position</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of position</td>
<td>Precise description of position (e.g., postdoc, DFG postdoctoral fellow, junior professor), including affiliation and name of research group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Characteristics of the position</td>
<td>Formal duration, full-time/ part-time, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scope</td>
<td>Specific characteristics/ general characteristics of this type of position</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reported causes</td>
<td>Decisions that led to the research content, interests, job position, funding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reported effects</td>
<td>Effects on IRP development, career decisions, funding decisions, etc.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Category Research Trail

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Information about previous, current and planned research activities and their characteristics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dimension</td>
<td>Definition and possible values</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time</td>
<td>Point in time or time span during which the research activity is/was reported (including future)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research topic</td>
<td>Concise identifier of the content of a project or of a series of projects</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Characteristics of research | Property that is described  
- Element of research (method/object/problem)  
- Other epistemic characteristics (e.g., risk, conformity to the scientific community, duration, competition, interdisciplinarity, fundamental or applied character) |
| Content of research | Content of the research trail that is reported:  
- Changes such as topic started, continued, stopped, not started, resumed, expanded  
- Other epistemic characteristics of research line (see above) |
| Reported causes | Decisions that led to the research content, interests, job position, funding |
| Reported effects | Effects on IRP development, career decisions, funding decisions, etc. |

Table 2: Definition and dimensions of two categories [49]
4.3 Extracting information from interview transcripts and processing the extracted data

LB extracted information with the system of categories from interview transcripts. Other texts and the visualization of research trails were used ad hoc in later stages of the causal reconstruction. Since LB used paragraphs to separate themes when formatting interview transcripts, they decided to use paragraphs as the units of analysis. For each paragraph of an interview, relevant information was extracted and subsumed under the appropriate categories. During the extraction of information from the first interviews, LB developed extraction rules about the assignment of information in ambiguous cases. For example, they noticed an overlap between the categories "career position" and "research conditions" because the characteristics of the position could include information about research conditions. To guarantee that this kind of information was unambiguously assigned, LB introduced the following extraction rule: "If a description of characteristics of a position includes information about conditions of research, then extract it with the category 'research conditions'." [50]

The last step of EQCA consists of a revision of all extraction results. For any extracted information that was contradictory, LB checked whether the contradiction was the result of obvious errors, such as dates or organizational positions mixed up by interviewees. If this was the case and could be unambiguously determined as true without complex interpretations, the errors were corrected. In a second step, LB sorted the extracted information for each individual case. Results describing processes, e.g., the information in the categories "research trail" and "decisions", were sorted chronologically. Other categories like "community expectations" were sorted into subject matter. The Appendix contains excerpts of extraction tables for the categories "research trail" and "community expectations." [51]

With this step, the EQCA was completed, and the information base could then be used for causal analysis. The following description of the approach is limited to the analysis of plant biology and plant biologists. [52]

4.4 Causal analysis

The identification of mechanisms and the conditions under which they operate was conducted as a causal reconstruction. LB began with the identification of IRPs and then searched for the sequences of events that led to IRPs. From these sequences they derived the mechanisms and identified their initial and operating conditions. [53]

Step 1: Identifying IRPs

The outcome of the mechanism LB looked for was an ECR's first IRP. To identify IRPs, they first excluded all ECRs who did not aim for independent research but who planned to end their research career or preferred to conduct research directed by group leaders. This left them with two sources for identifying IRPs.
The first source was interviewees who conducted independent research as group leaders, which meant that they were implementing IRPs. The second source was the collectively shared frames of the scientific community concerning IRPs, which were expressed by plans for future independent research from those ECRs who still worked as dependent postdocs. The comparisons within and between the two groups revealed a consistent pattern of an IRP as encompassing a series of interconnected projects that address a limited set of questions about biological processes by investigating an "interesting" object. "Interesting" objects were generally plants, cells, or proteins that expressed thus-far-unexplored biological properties or combinations of such properties. The objects were produced by creating mutants and screening them for unexplored biological properties. [54]

**Step 2: Identifying the sequences of events leading to IRPs**

LB reconstructed the processes leading to the current research of each ECR by recombining information from several categories and condensing them into overviews of ECRs' research biographies (Figure 3). In these overviews, they represented the development of an ECR's research and the sequence of organizational positions (i.e., PhD student, postdoc, etc.). They retrieved these data from the extraction tables of the categories "research trail" and "career position." These overviews of the research show the content of the work leading up to the current research, which includes learning processes in the postdoc phase (e.g., learning new methods). The overview of organizational positions links the development of the research with the positions during which this work was done. These overviews were also produced for those ECRs who had not (yet) developed an IRP (see the discussion of these cases below). [55]

In addition to these graphical overviews, LB created brief written descriptions of an ECR's research and reasons for undertaking it (Figure 4). These descriptions were mainly based on information from the extraction table of the category "research trail," which was complemented with information from the extraction tables of the categories "actions" and "research conditions." At first glance, this approach may resemble case summaries that have been suggested as a tool in the literature on coding qualitative data (e.g., KUCKARTZ, 2014). However, LB's intention was not to create a comprehensive story for each case. Instead, they aimed at establishing a selective description that carved out the sequence of research processes, including reported reasons for research decisions. Since the summaries were based only on a few categories, they cannot be considered full case summaries.
Figure 3: A plant biologist's IRP development and organizational career (LAUDEL & BIELICK 2018, p.979)

Figure 4: An example excerpt of an ECR's research processes and reasons for research decisions [56]

From these overviews, LB identified the actions that created the necessary ingredients of an IRP in plant biology, i.e., the "interesting object" and the methodological knowledge for experimenting with it. The object was found by creating mutants of cells or plants and then screening them for interesting
biological properties. The methods were learned by moving to groups possessing expert knowledge about them. [57]

**Step 3: Deriving the mechanism**

LB compared all cases in order to find recurrent sequences of events that led to IRP development. For this step, they drastically reduced the information of the graphic representation and created one timeline of IRP emergence for each ECR (Figure 5). This made it possible to compare sequences of positions for researchers who had not (yet) developed an IRP, those who developed it already at the end of their PhD, others who did this during the first three years, and again others who took considerably more time. LB also found that the sequence of formal positions did not show a pattern that could be linked with success or failure in the development of IRPs.

![Figure 5: Comparison of IRP development of plant biologists (extract)](http://www.qualitative-research.net/)

In order to find the sequence of events that was necessary for the emergence of an IRP, LB started with the largest group of cases where ECRs had successfully developed an IRP. The process overviews for these cases revealed some steps that all researchers went through while building an IRP. Specifically, plant biologists first created, screened and tested objects to find candidate objects upon which an IRP could be based. They then checked the relevance of these candidates for their community and the degree of competition on this topic. In a third step, they negotiated the “ownership” of the chosen object with their senior group leader (which is necessary because they produced it as dependent researchers using the group leader’s resources). Finally, they systemically formulated an IRP and sought approval by their scientific community (by applying for grants for building a research group). [59]

In order to confirm that this is the necessary sequence for producing an IRP, LB had to explain all cases. They started from distinguishing between cases of straightforward IRP development (containing all the steps described above once,
taking about three years), and deviant cases. Deviant cases included cases of researchers who failed to develop an IRP. Some of these researchers were successful with later attempts, while others still had not developed an IRP at the time of the interview. A second group included ECRs who had not even attempted to develop an IRP because they were aiming for a career outside academia, were unaware of the necessity to develop an IRP, unaware of how to go about developing an IRP, or were so occupied with their group leader's projects that they didn't have time for developing their own IRP. [60]

The third group of deviant cases consisted of researchers who developed their IRP much earlier than was to be expected in the light of the sequence LB derived from the majority of cases. It turned out that these researchers did indeed go through all steps but managed to do so during the time in which they worked on their PhD projects and were able to complete the sequence in one or two years after their PhD. [61]

The analysis of deviant cases was part of a general check of all cases as to whether the mechanism operated or not. Table 3 provides an excerpt of the cross-tabulation of the sequence of events constituting the mechanism against the cases. It shows three cases of plant biologists and their attempts to develop an IRP. The rows contain the major steps of the mechanism.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Case B2 (1st attempt)</th>
<th>Case B2 (2nd attempt)</th>
<th>Case B5</th>
<th>Case B12 (1st attempt)</th>
<th>Case B12 (2nd attempt)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Learn methods</td>
<td>Proteomics</td>
<td></td>
<td>Several new methods</td>
<td>Whole Proteomics</td>
<td>Bioinformatics; next-generation sequencing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Screen objects</td>
<td>Screening for interaction partners of enzyme family X in [plant] with proteomics</td>
<td>Screening with Proteomics of [plant] (early stage of [...] development)</td>
<td>Screening by Transcriptome Analysis</td>
<td>Screening by Proteomics</td>
<td>Screening with next-generation sequencing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Search for suitable candidates</td>
<td>Not enough candidates (abandoned topic)</td>
<td>Found enough candidates</td>
<td>Found new group of genes</td>
<td>Found not enough interesting candidates</td>
<td>Found interesting genes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Check whether relevant and competition low

Coordination with group leader

Formulation of IRP and approval by the community

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Check whether relevant and competition low</td>
<td>Yes (function of enzyme family X in this new object)</td>
<td>Their function was completely unknown, nobody worked on them</td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes (connects two communities), competition low</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coordination with group leader</td>
<td>PhD group leader contested it (too close to his own topic)</td>
<td>Wasn’t necessary (group leader was not interested)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Not necessary (he had selected the topic, group leader was not interested)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Formulation of IRP and approval by the community</td>
<td>Wrote grant proposal, proposal was rejected</td>
<td>Wrote grant proposal, approved</td>
<td></td>
<td>(Not yet)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Cross-tabulation of cases against steps of the mechanism [62]

This cross-tabulation strengthened the argument that a candidate mechanism had been identified because cases of successful IRP development could be shown to have gone through all steps, while those without IRPs could be shown to have not (yet) undergone all the steps. [63]

**Step 4: Identifying initial and operating conditions of the mechanism**

The deviant cases also revealed important initial and operating conditions of the mechanisms, namely the ECR’s interest in pursuing an academic career, knowledge about how to develop an IRP, and control over part of their time for research. Further initial and operating conditions were revealed by examining all cases within the field of plant biology: for example, ECRs required a certain level of reputation to secure their next position, which most of them were able to achieve by continuously publishing. They also needed basic conditions for research met, such as access to experimental infrastructure and resources, as well as time for research. A comparison with the other two research fields led to the identification of field-specific conditions for the mechanisms and helped to explain why the mechanisms that produced IRPs were specific to each field (Figure 6).
In plant biology, the typical sequence includes four major steps: First, ECRs create, screen, and test objects in order to find interesting candidates. As we have seen, these activities are characterized by trial and error and may fail, in which case they need to be repeated. The search for interesting objects is accompanied by continuous learning of new experimental methods for manipulating biological objects. Some ECRs dedicated a whole postdoctoral stay in a group to this learning.

Second, ECRs need to check with their scientific community whether the object they found is relevant (i.e., addresses a biologically relevant process) and the competition is low (see also Hackett 2005: 812–814). Third, the ownership of the object must be negotiated with the group leader whose resources were used and whose research program often initiated the search. The final step is the formulation of an IRP. The IRP often takes the form of a grant proposal or an application for the position of a group leader. This means that the IRP needs to be approved by the scientific community, which controls the allocation of positions and resources. In this multistep process, failure may occur in each step and may force the ECR to start again. The described mechanism functions if the initial conditions persist as operating conditions during the whole period it takes to realize this sequence of steps. A second operating condition is access to material resources with which ECRs can realize their own side projects. Furthermore, ECRs must accumulate reputation. Developing an IRP in plant biology usually extends over several postdoctoral positions. For the mechanism to operate successfully, the work on each position must yield reputation (through publications) that is sufficient to secure the next position. When the researcher has an IRP, the accrued reputation must support the successful application for the position of a group leader. Given the high uncertainty of projects in plant biology, not all ECRs met this condition.

Figure 6: Mechanism of IRP emergence in the field of plant biology (LAUDEL & BIELICK 2018, p.998 and p.1001) [64]
5. Discussion

The EQCA we presented here was based on a clear research question with some theoretical background. However, while the existence of a causal mechanism could be assumed, it was impossible to imagine the mechanism itself. It had to be discovered. [65]

The discovery process (unknowingly) followed the approach of causal reconstruction suggested by MAYNTZ (2009 [2002], 2016). We identified the outcome (an IRP) and worked backwards through the processes that produced the outcome. An important aspect of our approach that has ramifications for the discovery of mechanisms with qualitative methods is the number of cases we used. Discovering the three mechanisms (one in each research field), their initial conditions, and their operating conditions depended upon including a relatively large number of cases. Conducting these comparative case studies was only possible because the cases were individual ECRs who were interviewed once, and because two researchers worked for three years on a total of 87 cases in three fields. The typical number of cases in qualitative research is much lower. When cases are defined at higher levels of aggregation and only a few cases can be analyzed, the information on the mechanism itself and on the conditions under which it operates is likely to be incomplete. Nevertheless, the analysis of five or six cases can already result in the discovery of causally linked events that repeatedly occur in reality, i.e., to a candidate mechanism. [66]

It is important to emphasize that the process of discovering the mechanism was not as straightforward as presented here. There was much trial-and-error involved. We created many condensed tables and overviews that did not reveal any interesting patterns and subsequently abandoned them. Even with general guidance like "causal analysis" or "causal reconstruction," finding patterns in the data is a creative, messy, iterative process for which no recipe can be provided. [67]

The example we provide challenges the distinction between "across-case" and "within-case" analysis. Identifying mechanisms requires a back-and-forth between the within-case identification of sequences of events that are candidates for mechanisms and comparisons of cases that enable the identification of necessary steps, deviations, initial and operating conditions, and so on. Based on this experience, we doubt that it is possible to link the two forms of case analysis to different strategies of causal inference, as GEORGE and McKEOWN (1985) suggested. [68]

In our example, the application of EQCA provided an information base for the causal reconstruction by using prior theory to structure the collection of relevant information. It supported the identification of the outcomes of processes, the reconstruction of the processes themselves, and the connection of conditions to the mechanism that was identified. The limitations produced by the sequential rather than holistic approach to the reconstruction of meaning appear to be admissible. While we cannot be sure without comparing the "local" reconstructions realized by EQCA to "holistic" reconstructions with the same
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texts, we have not yet encountered significant contradictions between local reconstructions that could be ascribed to insufficient consideration of context. Thus, EQCA is a method that can be used for specific purposes, namely purposes requiring the use of qualitative data for the reconstruction of social situations and processes. These purposes include the discovery of causal mechanisms. [69]

6. Conclusions

If we aim at progress in the social sciences, and if this progress consists of achieving better explanations of social phenomena, then the discovery of causal mechanisms is a key issue of social science methodology. While not everyone will agree with these premises, there can be little doubt that the discovery of causal mechanisms crucially depends on qualitative research. [70]

The literature suggests two ways by which causal mechanisms can be discovered. First, a mechanism can be hypothesized and the hypothesis about the presence of the mechanism can then be empirically tested. Secondly, the mechanism can be searched for in the empirical material. The information requirements of both approaches and the resulting demands on data collection and data analysis have not yet received sufficient attention. This is why we discussed the use of EQCA for the discovery of causal mechanisms by causal reconstruction. Our discussion of this method and of subsequent steps of causal reconstruction leads to four conclusions. [71]

First, there is an essential tension between the conceptualization of a mechanism as a repeatedly occurring sequence of events and the strength of qualitative research, namely the in-depth analysis of relatively few cases. Identifying a sequence of events that occurs more than once and the conditions under which this happens requires comparative case studies. The specifics of qualitative methods limit the number of cases that can be investigated with sufficient depth, which means that only a few cases can be employed for the discovery of a mechanism. Our "proof-of-concept" example obscured this problem because each case was based on one interview and accompanying material, which made it possible to include a much larger number of cases than is common in qualitative research. Cases on higher levels of aggregation are likely to require more interviews. This means that fewer such cases can be investigated in a qualitative study, and findings on mechanisms will always be intermediate contributions to evolving theories of the middle range. [72]

Secondly, the discovery of mechanisms is likely to require the reconstruction of social situations and processes. EQCA supports exactly this reconstruction by enabling its user to create a structured information base. The extraction of all information that is relevant to a particular research question reduces and structures the empirical material in a way that supports systematic comparisons of cases while at the same time keeping the full information content available. The openness of categories for non-standardizable information and for
unexpected findings prevents theoretical assumptions from excluding unpredicted information. [73]

Thirdly, our attempt to specify the potential of ECQA for a specific purpose also leads to questions about qualitative methodology. The questions we asked about EQCA were aimed at contributing to an account of which methods are suited for what purpose, and why. Although we have an impressive body of literature on qualitative methodology, we have far too little comparative methodology. Instead, the methodological discussion seems to bifurcate into fundamentals on the one hand, and the perusal of single methods on the other. [74]

This comparative methodology should also make more transparent where methods begin and end. Our discussion of EQCA describes a structured information base as the output of the method and discusses causal analysis as one possible way of using this information base. Some other methods go all the way from texts to final findings. However, it would be interesting to screen methods for steps that are constitutive parts of the method as well as steps of working with data that are more generic. Defining end points and outcomes of methods would support a comparative methodology by making comparisons more precise. [75]

Finally, we would like to propose a more systematic consideration of causal analysis. The current dominant understanding of process tracing as a means for empirically testing the existence of hypothesized mechanisms severely limits its potential to contribute to explanations by truly discovering causal mechanisms from data. Ultimately, this is about establishing qualitative research as an indispensable (and possibly superior) approach to causal analysis. [76]
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Appendix: Extraction of relevant information with EQCA

Table A1 contains all the information about "community expectations" that was extracted from the interviews with biologists B1 and B2. The extraction tables contain empty cells because units of analysis did not always contain complete information on a category.

Table A1: Extraction table "community expectations" for two interviews. Click here to download the PDF file.

Table A2 contains all the information about research processes in the postdoctoral phase of plant biologist B28 (sorted by time and summarized). It contains information from 17 paragraphs of the interview transcript (in total, 39 paragraphs of this interview transcript were extracted with this category)

Table A2: Extraction table "research trail" for one case (excerpt). Click here to download the PDF file.
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